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1. Introduction {#gh2141-sec-0001}
===============

The World Health Organization has declared climate change as the greatest threat to global human health in the twenty‐first century (Watts et al., [2015](#gh2141-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; WHO, [2018](#gh2141-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Climate change has contributed to the annual increase in heat‐related mortality (HRM) worldwide over the past few decades (Davis et al., [2003](#gh2141-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Gasparrini et al., [2015](#gh2141-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Guo et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). In the United States, heat waves have been a prominent cause of human mortality during summer (Bell et al., [2018](#gh2141-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Bobb et al., [2014](#gh2141-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis et al., [2003](#gh2141-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Guo et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Semenza et al., [1996](#gh2141-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). For example, a record setting heat spell in Chicago during the summer of 1995, where temperatures in excess of 38 °C (excluding the humidex) over a period of a week, led to more than 700 deaths (Semenza et al., [1996](#gh2141-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}).

Despite the relationship between summer temperatures and human mortality, some have argued that only a fraction of these deaths are directly attributable to heat (Bell et al., [2018](#gh2141-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Bobb et al., [2014](#gh2141-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis et al., [2003](#gh2141-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). In fact, the majority of HRM are associated with prephysiologic conditions, such as circulatory diseases, as well as the individual\'s socioeconomic status, including the ability to afford air conditioning costs during hot spells (Bell et al., [2018](#gh2141-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Bobb et al., [2014](#gh2141-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis et al., [2003](#gh2141-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Specifically, mortality due to cardiovascular diseases had risk factors similar to those for HRM, which also included the adverse effects of social isolation (Semenza et al., [1996](#gh2141-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}).

In the Northern Hemisphere above average summer (June‐July‐August), ambient temperatures are associated with increased HRM (Bobb et al., [2014](#gh2141-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Mora et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). It is known that fluctuations in the North American climate are related to variability in Atlantic and Pacific sea surface temperatures (Cai et al., [2015](#gh2141-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Jia et al., [2016](#gh2141-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; McCabe et al., [2004](#gh2141-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; McKinnon et al., [2016](#gh2141-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Sutton & Hodson, [2005](#gh2141-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Variability in sea surface temperatures over the Pacific Ocean is primarily driven by ENSO, whereas over the Atlantic Ocean the main driver is the AMO. ENSO is characterized by zonal fluctuations in sea surface temperatures across the tropical Pacific Ocean, which varies on interannual time scales with periods between \~2--7 years (Diaz et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), consisting of two phases: El Niño (warm) and La Niña (cool). ENSO has an influence on U.S. temperatures, precipitation, and droughts (Cai et al., [2015](#gh2141-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Diaz et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Jia et al., [2016](#gh2141-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; McCabe et al., [2004](#gh2141-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). For example, a strong El Niño results in a higher probability of extreme summer temperatures in the Midwest United States (Gershunov, [1998](#gh2141-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, the AMO is characterized by coherent sea surface temperature fluctuations across the entire North Atlantic Ocean with a period of \~60--80 years (Enfield et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; McCabe et al., [2004](#gh2141-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Sutton & Hodson, [2005](#gh2141-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). The AMO modulates a number of important climate processes including variability of droughts in the United States and the Mississippi stream flow (Enfield et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; McCabe et al., [2004](#gh2141-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Sutton & Hodson, [2005](#gh2141-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Like ENSO, the AMO also has an influence on the U.S. summer climate, leading to changes in the frequency of extreme climatological events (Sutton & Hodson, [2005](#gh2141-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, given the impact that Atlantic and Pacific Oceans have on the North American climate system, we investigate the relationship of sea surface temperature variability on interannual and decadal time scales and HRM in the United States.

2. Methodology {#gh2141-sec-0002}
==============

2.1. United States HRM Rates {#gh2141-sec-0003}
----------------------------

We analyzed the U.S. annual rates (per million individuals) for mortality/deaths classified as "heat‐related" by medical professionals. These annual HRM rates were based on the entire population of the United States, which included all age groups, sexes, and races of males and females from 1968--2016. The data were obtained from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, [2017](#gh2141-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). This study documents the longest analysis of HRM stretching back nearly the past five decades. The construction of this time series from 1968--2016 was based on International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 8‐10, for "excessive heat." This time series includes ICD‐8 code E900 (1968--1978), average U.S. population of 210,942,091; ICD‐9 code E900 (1979--1998), average U.S. population of 246,578,092; and ICD‐10 code X30 (1999--2016), average U.S. population of 301,985,911.

HRM depicted a reversal trend from negative to positive during the early‐1990s. Hence, to find the breakpoint year that the change in HRM occurred from low to high, a piecewise linear fit was applied. The breakpoint year was determined by computing the root mean square error for a 10‐year window of 1985--1995. During this time period, the minimum root mean square error was found to be 0.484 in the year 1992. Consequently, 1992 (±3‐year uncertainty) was chosen as the breakpoint to perform the piecewise linear fit.

2.2. AMO and ENSO Indices {#gh2141-sec-0004}
-------------------------

The summer (June‐July‐August) AMO and ENSO indices were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The summer AMO index from 1950--2016 was defined as the mean summer sea surface temperature field of the Kaplan data set over the domain from 0--70°N and 75--7°W (Enfield et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), whereas the domain for the summer ENSO index from 1950--2016 incorporates the mean summer sea surface temperature field of the NOAA ERSSTv5 data set from 5°N to 5°S and 120--170°W (Diaz et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), using the Nino‐3.4 index (inverted).

Although the relationship between Pacific sea surface temperature anomalies (i.e., measured by the ENSO index) and Northern Hemisphere weather is well established for the winter season (Alexander et al., [2002](#gh2141-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), we chose to study the summer season, for the simple fact that majority of HRM occur between June and August (Davis et al., [2003](#gh2141-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}).

2.3. Geospatial Analysis {#gh2141-sec-0005}
------------------------

For geospatial grid correlations, the average summer (June‐July‐August) 2‐m air temperature (T2m) from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction reanalysis was used (Kalnay et al., [1996](#gh2141-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). For the purpose of geospatial correlations, the HRM, summer AMO index, and ENSO index time series were linearly detrended. The geospatial correlations of summer T2m to the three time series were restricted to the longitude domain of 0°W to 120°E and a latitude domain of 20°S to 80°N.

A composite analysis for mean summer T2m was computed for the years 1980, 1995, 1999, and 2006 when HRM rates were high, as well as the years 1971, 1979, 1982, and 2014 when HRM rates were low. High and low HRMs were determined from their interannual variability (see section [2.5](#gh2141-sec-0007){ref-type="sec"}).

2.4. U.S. Regional Temperatures {#gh2141-sec-0006}
-------------------------------

Summer temperature anomalies of nine U.S. regions are divided according to NOAA\'s National Centers for Environmental Information. The nine U.S. regions for this study include the Northwest, Northern Rockies and Plains, Upper Midwest, Northeast, Ohio Valley, West, Southwest, South, and Southeast United States (Karl & Koss, [1984](#gh2141-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

2.5. Statistical Data Analysis {#gh2141-sec-0007}
------------------------------

The low‐frequency variability of the U.S. HRM, summer AMO, and ENSO indices (Figure [2](#gh2141-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a) was determined by first normalizing each time series by subtracting the mean and then dividing by the standard deviation. After normalization, the Singular Spectral Analysis technique was applied. The Singular Spectral Analysis was used to reconstruct the low frequency variability for all three time series. This technique employs data adaptive basis functions to separate a time series into statistically independent components that maximize the variability that each basis function describes (Ghil et al., [2002](#gh2141-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

It was found that the three time series and U.S. regional temperature anomalies have a temporal autocorrelation from one year to the next, resulting in red noise spectra that are characterized by a reduction in the number of degrees of freedom (Zwiers & von Storch, [1995](#gh2141-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). For this reason, the statistical significance (\>95% CL) of the piecewise linear fits and correlations were determined from a Monte Carlo simulation, generating 10,000 synthetic time series with the same spectral characteristics as the original time series (Majeed & Moore, [2017](#gh2141-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). All figures were produced using MATLAB R2017b.

3. Results {#gh2141-sec-0008}
==========

3.1. Time Series Analyses {#gh2141-sec-0009}
-------------------------

The time series of U.S. annual HRM rates from 1968--2016 are shown in Figure [1](#gh2141-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a (see section [2](#gh2141-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}). This time series exhibits low‐frequency variability with a reversal in the trend occurring in the year 1992 (see section [2](#gh2141-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}). The median incidences of HRM rates during the period of 1968--1992 were 0.62 deaths per million with a declining trend of −0.19 deaths per million per decade (\>99% CL), whereas during the period of 1992--2016, it was 1.05 deaths per million with an increasing trend of 0.40 deaths per million per decade (\>99% CL), shown in Figure [1](#gh2141-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a.

![Time series analysis. (a) U.S. annual HRM rates (black) from 1968--2016, along with a low‐frequency variability (orange) and piecewise linear fit. From 1968--1992, HRM rates had a declining trend (purple) of −0.19 deaths per million per decade (\>95% CL), whereas from 1992--2016 HRM rates had a trend (pink) of 0.40 deaths per million per decade (\>99% CL). (b) Summer AMO index (green) from 1950--2016, along with a low‐frequency variability (brown) and piecewise linear fit. From 1950--1974, the AMO index had a declining trend (purple) of −0.21 °C per decade (\>99% CL), whereas from 1974--2016 an increasing trend (pink) of 0.15 °C per decade (\>99% CL). (c) Inverted summer ENSO index (red), along with a declining trend (purple) of −0.06 °C per decade (\>99% CL) and a low‐frequency variability (blue) from 1950--2016.](GH2-4-e2019GH000220-g001){#gh2141-fig-0001}

The summer (June‐July‐August) AMO (Figure [1](#gh2141-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b) and ENSO (Figure [1](#gh2141-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c) indices from 1950--2016 illustrate Atlantic and Pacific sea surface temperature variability, respectively (see section [2](#gh2141-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}). Throughout this period the summer AMO index experienced a declining trend of −0.21 °C per decade (\>99% CL) from 1950--1974 and a positive trend from 1974--2016 of 0.15 °C per decade (\>99% CL). On the other hand, the ENSO index has a statistically significant negative trend of −0.06°C per decade (\>99% CL) from 1950--2016. The negative trend noted in the ENSO index is consistent with the increasing occurrence of central Pacific El Niño events, a trend that is projected by some studies to continue with ongoing climate change (Freund et al., [2019](#gh2141-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}).

Additionally, the three time series (i.e., HRM, summer AMO, and ENSO indices) shown in Figure [2](#gh2141-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a were found to experience long‐term fluctuations, which we refer to as low‐frequency variability (see section [2](#gh2141-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}). Throughout the late 1960s to the late 1980s, the low‐frequency variability in HRM seemed to be synchronized with low‐frequency variability noted in the summer ENSO index. Whereas after the early 1990s, the low‐frequency variability in HRM seemed to coincide with the low‐frequency variability of the summer AMO index. The summer AMO index was observed to have a negative to positive trend around the mid‐1970s; hence, the similar method as the HRM time series was applied to determine the breakpoint. The breakpoint year in the summer AMO index was determined to be 1974 (±2‐year uncertainty). We believe the period during which HRM started increasing corresponded to a shift in the AMO from a negative to a positive phase.

![Normalized low‐frequency and interannual variability. (a) Normalized low‐frequency variability of the U.S. annual HRM rates (orange) from 1968--2016 and summer AMO (brown) and ENSO (blue) indices from 1950--2016. (b) Interannual variability of HRM rates (black) from 1968--2016 and summer AMO (green) and ENSO (red) indices from 1950--2016.](GH2-4-e2019GH000220-g002){#gh2141-fig-0002}

Furthermore, the association between the interannual variability of HRM to the summer AMO index results in a statistically significant correlation coefficient of 0.45 (\>99% CL), whereas to the ENSO index the correlation coefficient is 0.15 (\<95% CL) from 1968--2016. This suggests that over the past five decades, the interannual variability in the AMO has a more dominant influence on HRM in the United States than the interannual variability in ENSO, hence explaining \~20% of the variance in such deaths.

3.2. Influence of Geospatial and Regional Temperatures on HRM {#gh2141-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Since both the AMO and ENSO are large‐scale climate patterns with regional impacts throughout North America (Diaz et al., [2001](#gh2141-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Knight et al., [2006](#gh2141-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}), we also considered a geospatial approach to understand the relationship of these patterns on the regionality of HRM throughout the United States. Grid point correlations with interannual variability of the three time series (i.e., HRM, summer AMO, and ENSO indices) to mean summer (June‐July‐August) T2m from 1968--2016 were analyzed, shown in Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The grid point correlation between interannual variability in HRM to summer T2m from 1968--2016 (Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a) shows the strongest association (*r* = \~0.7, \>95% CL) over the Southern United States. Specifically, positive correlations are seen over the Eastern half of North America and over the North Atlantic Ocean, which resembles the geospatial correlation of interannual variability in the summer AMO index to summer T2m (Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b). On the other hand, Western North America and the Eastern Pacific Ocean exhibit statistically significant negative correlations, resembling the geospatial correlation of interannual variability in the summer ENSO index to summer T2m (Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). This finding suggests that HRM in the Eastern United States is influenced by the AMO, while HRM exhibited in the Western United States is influenced by ENSO.

![Grid point correlations between summer T2m and the interannual variability in (a) HRM rates, (b) summer AMO index, and (c) summer ENSO index from 1968--2016. The statistically significant (\>95% CL) correlation coefficients have been contoured in gray.](GH2-4-e2019GH000220-g003){#gh2141-fig-0003}

In Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a we show a nation‐wide geospatial correlation between interannual variability in HRM to summer surface temperatures from 1968--2016, and from this, a dipole signal that spans the country from East to West can be observed. This led us to speculate that there is an association between regional U.S. mean summer (June‐July‐August) temperature anomalies and HRM, as shown in Figure [4](#gh2141-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. The geospatial signal seen over the United States is consistent with regional correlations with the strongest correlation noted over the Southern United States (*r* = 0.67, \>99% CL). Regions in the Southern United States exhibit hot spells on a regular basis during the summer characterized by the presence of moist tropical air masses (Diem et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). The weakest correlations were found in the Western, Northwest, and Northern Rocky regions of the United States, again consistent with our geospatial signal in Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a.

![(a--i) Association between regional U.S. summer temperature anomalies and HRM rates from 1968--2016.](GH2-4-e2019GH000220-g004){#gh2141-fig-0004}

To confirm our results from Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, we computed geospatial composite anomalies of summer T2m for the years of high (Figure [5](#gh2141-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a) and low (Figure [5](#gh2141-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b) interannual variability in HRM. Figure [5](#gh2141-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c shows that the signal in geospatial summer T2m composite anomalies is similar to our grid point correlation in Figure [3](#gh2141-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a. At the same time, a strong warm signal of \~2 °C is seen over the Southern United States, consistent with our results in Figure [4](#gh2141-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a) Mean summer T2m (°C) for the years 1980, 1995, 1999, and 2006, when HRM rates were 1σ above the average (i.e., high). (b) Mean summer T2m (°C) for the years 1971, 1979, 1982, and 2014, when HRM rates were 1σ below the average (i.e., low). (c) Difference in summer T2m (°C) between years of high and low HRM rates. Contours have been indicated in gray for visual purposes.](GH2-4-e2019GH000220-g005){#gh2141-fig-0005}

4. Discussion {#gh2141-sec-0011}
=============

As mentioned earlier, it has been argued that extreme heat events are not directly related to human mortality; rather, it is believed that there are physiological mechanisms that may lead to an elevated risk for HRM (Bell et al., [2018](#gh2141-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Bobb et al., [2014](#gh2141-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis et al., [2003](#gh2141-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). One physiological mechanism discussed in the literature is that high ambient temperatures lead to dilation of blood vessels over the surface of skin, leading to thermoregulation strains on the cardiovascular system and risk of dehydration (Anderson & Bell, [2011](#gh2141-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}).

Human exposures to temperature‐related extreme summer events are linked to both mortality and morbidity, which is especially the case for cardiovascular deaths (Medina‐Ramón et al., [2006](#gh2141-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). In fact, a recent nation‐wide study documented cardiovascular disease age‐standardized mortality rates (based on per 100,000 individuals in the U.S. population) over decadal periods from 1980--2014 (Roth et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). This study revealed that among 3,110 counties in the United States, large multicounty regions with the greatest age‐standardized mortality rates due to cardiovascular disease occurred in the Southeast United States, including Oklahoma along the Mississippi River Valley to eastern Kentucky (Roth et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). We believe that the warm signal found in our results over the Southern United States is perhaps consistent with the greatest cardiovascular disease mortality rates occurring in the Southern United States (Roth et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}).

Additionally, it is known that rising temperatures over land tend to result in drier conditions (Trenberth et al., [2015](#gh2141-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, we believe that persistent heat and summer temperature events are hazardous to human health as it amplifies dehydration leading to rapid swings in intravascular volume and may inflict metabolic injury to multiple organ systems. Furthermore, another factor leading to a rise of HRM may be an aging U.S. population, resulting in an increasing number of communities vulnerable to extreme heat events (Diem et al., [2017](#gh2141-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Medina‐Ramón et al., [2006](#gh2141-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

Furthermore, communities residing in areas of low socioeconomic status (i.e., lack of air conditioning among inhabitants of apartment buildings than among inhabitants of private homes) are also noted to be associated with increased mortality during heat waves (Semenza et al., [1996](#gh2141-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, preexisting health conditions such as heart disease, kidney disease, and mental illness are known to have an increased risk of mortality during heat waves (Semenza et al., [1996](#gh2141-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, while it is known that other aspects, such as preexisting chronic health conditions and socioeconomic status may play an important role in understanding long‐term HRM in the United States (Rosenthal et al., [2014](#gh2141-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), however, such factors were not considered in this study. Nevertheless, our population‐based research investigation suggests that large‐scale climate patterns, in particular the AMO and ENSO, are associated with HRM in the United States. Further research is needed to understand mechanism(s) that are responsible for elevated HRM.

The low‐frequency variability of HRM in the United States is found to have a period of \~20 years. This would suggest that the rising trend in HRM starting in 1992 will persist for another \~10--20 years from the current decade, similar to the periodicity of low‐frequency variability seen in the AMO index (Majeed & Moore, [2017](#gh2141-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, the statistically significant negative trend in the summer ENSO index has important implications, one of which is the increasing likelihood of occurrences in extreme climate events in the United States, and more frequent swings of opposite extremes from one year to the next (Cai et al., [2015](#gh2141-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), and perhaps profound consequences on vulnerable populations, increasing the possibility of HRM (Howe et al., [2019](#gh2141-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

With climate models projecting a rise in excessive heat events and increasing heat‐attributable mortality across cities in the Southern United States till the end of the twenty‐first century (Greene et al., [2011](#gh2141-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), large‐scale climate patterns like the AMO and ENSO can be used to predict the burden of heat‐attributed emergency hospitalizations during extreme summer events. Therefore, we encourage future studies to incorporate large‐scale climate patterns into future public health perspectives of climate change and its impact on humans.

5. Summary and Conclusions {#gh2141-sec-0012}
==========================

To our knowledge, this is the first study that documents the influence of Atlantic and Pacific sea surface temperature variability on HRM in the United States over the past five decades. Results suggest that HRM in the United States doubled in the 1990s, coinciding with a positive phase of the AMO. The low‐frequency variability in HRM was found to have a period of \~20 years. This would propose that the rise of HRM will persist for another \~10--20 years from the current decade, which is similar to the periodicity seen in the AMO. Furthermore, a positive association was found between HRM and regional summer temperature anomalies in the United States, with the strongest signal over the Southern United States. We encourage future research to investigate the influence of climate variability on HRM in countries other than the United States. From this study, given the influence of multidecadal oceanic variability (i.e., through AMO and ENSO) on HRM, it might take a few decades before there is a clear signal regarding HRM in the United States due to climate change.
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